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Abstract
Golumbic, Kaplan, and Shamir [Graph sandwich problems, J. Algorithms 19 (1995) 449–473], in their paper on graph sandwich
problems published in 1995, left the status of the sandwich problems for strongly chordal graphs and chordal bipartite graphs open.
It was recently shown [C.M.H. de Figueiredo, L. Faria, S. Klein, R. Sritharan, On the complexity of the sandwich problems for
strongly chordal graphs and chordal bipartite graphs, Theoret. Comput. Sci., accepted for publication] that the sandwich problem for
strongly chordal graphs is NP-complete. We show that given graph G with a proper vertex coloring c, determining whether there is
a supergraph of G that is chordal bipartite and also is properly colored by c is NP-complete. This implies that the sandwich problem
for chordal bipartite graphs is also NP-complete.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given graphs G1 = (V ,E1) and G2 = (V ,E2) on the same vertex-set with E1 ⊆ E2 and a property, the sandwich
problem asks if there is a graph “in between” G1 and G2 that has property . More precisely, the question is whether
or not there is a graph G = (V ,E) that has property  and also E1 ⊆ E ⊆ E2 holds. We refer to edges in E1 as
“required” and the edges in E2\E1 as “optional”. It is seen that when E1 =E2 the sandwich problem is the same as the
recognition problem for property. Therefore, the sandwich problem is meaningful to study when the corresponding
recognition problem is known to be solvable in polynomial time. The sandwich problem was introduced in 1995 by
Golumbic et al. in [9] where they studied the problem for the property of membership in several classes of perfect
graphs. Since then, the sandwich problem has been studied for a variety of NP properties, and a number of published
papers can be found on the topic. Two among the problems left open in [9] were the sandwich problems for strongly
chordal graphs and chordal bipartite graphs (the third being the sandwich problem for perfect graphs). The sandwich
problem for chordal (strongly chordal, chordal bipartite) graphs corresponds to the version of the problem when  is
“being chordal” (“being strongly chordal”, “being chordal bipartite”, respectively). It was recently proved [5] that the
sandwich problem for strongly chordal graphs is NP-complete. In this paper, we show that the sandwich problem for
chordal bipartite graphs is also NP-complete.
We use Pk to refer to an induced path on k vertices and Ck to refer to an induced cycle on k vertices. We use i-cycle
to refer to a cycle on i vertices. We refer to a path by simply listing its vertices in order. In the case of a cycle, the cyclic
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ordering of the vertices on the cycle is listed. A graph is chordal or triangulated if every cycle of length greater than
3 has a chord. For n3, an n-sun is a chordal graph with the Hamiltonian cycle (x1y1x2y2 . . . xnyn) in which each xi
is of degree exactly 2 and the set of yi vertices induces a complete graph. A vertex x is simple if for any two vertices
y, z ∈ N [x], N [y] ⊆ N [z] or N [z] ⊆ N [y]. A graph is strongly chordal if it is chordal and does not contain a sun. A
graph is chordal bipartite if it is bipartite and does not contain an induced cycle on at least six vertices. For vertices w
and v in a graph, we use w sees v for “w is adjacent to v” and w misses v for “w is not adjacent to v”.
Bodlaender et al. [1] proved that the following problem is NP-complete.
Triangulating a colored graph (TCG).
Instance: Graph G = (V ,E), proper vertex coloring c : V → Z.
Question: Does there exist a supergraph G′ = (V ,E′) of G that is chordal and also is properly colored by c?
As remarked by Golumbic et al. [9] the NP-completeness of the graph sandwich problem for chordal graphs follows
from this: we simply consider the edges of G to be the required edges and those pairs of nonadjacent vertices of G with
different colors as optional edges.
Following a similar line of logic the sandwich problem for strongly chordal graphs was shown to be NP-complete
in [5] by showing that the following problem is NP-complete:
Strongly triangulating a colored graph (STCG).
Instance: Graph G = (V ,E), proper vertex coloring c : V → Z.
Question: Does there exist a supergraph G′ = (V ,E′) of G that is strongly chordal and also is properly colored by c?
Extending the idea further,wewill demonstrate that the sandwich problem for chordal bipartite graphs isNP-complete
by establishing that the following problem is NP-complete:
Chordal bipartite completion of a colored graph (CBCG).
Instance: Graph G = (V ,E), proper vertex coloring c : V → Z.
Question: Does there exist a supergraph G′ = (V ,E′) of G that is chordal bipartite and also is properly colored by c?
It is clear that an answer of “yes” is possible only when G itself is bipartite. We will show that the following known
[7] NP-complete problem can be reduced in polynomial time to the problem of CBCG.
Not all equal 3SAT (NAE-3SAT).
Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that each clause has three literals.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for U such that in each clause at least one literal is set to true and at least one
literal is set to false?
We need the following propositions for our proofs.
Theorem 1.1 (Farber [6]). Graph G is strongly chordal if and only if every induced subgraph H of G that is not a
clique has two nonadjacent simple vertices of H.
We note that different proofs of Theorem 1.1 are known. We will use the following proposition to prove a statement
on chordal bipartite graphs that is analogous to Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 1.1 (Dahlhaus [4]). Given bipartite graph B = (X, Y,E), let G be the graph obtained from B by adding
edges between pairs of vertices in X so that X induces a clique. Then, B is chordal bipartite if and only if G is strongly
chordal.
Vertex v is the middle vertex of a P5 in a graph if there existed a P5 (wuvxy) in the graph. A vertex in a graph is
universal if it sees each of the remaining vertices.
Proposition 1.2. Let B = (X, Y,E) be a chordal bipartite graph that does not have a universal vertex. Then, B has
two nonadjacent vertices each of which is not the middle vertex of any P5 in B.
Proof of proposition 1.2. If |X| = 1 and |Y | = 1, then the statement is true; therefore, we can assume |X|2. Let
G be the graph obtained from B by turning X into a clique. By Proposition 1.1, G is strongly chordal. Further, as B
has no universal vertex, G is not a complete graph. By Theorem 1.1, G has two nonadjacent simple vertices; clearly,
these vertices are nonadjacent in B also. Suppose v is a simple vertex of G such that v ∈ Y . If v were in the middle
of P5 (wuvxy) in B, then in G, u and x are neighbors of v such that N [u]N [x] and N [x]N [u], contradicting v
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being a simple vertex of G. Similarly, if a simple vertex v of G is such that v ∈ X, then in G, v cannot have two
neighbors in Y (as those vertices are nonadjacent); thus, v is not the middle vertex of any P5 in B. Therefore, the two
nonadjacent simple vertices of G are vertices each of which is not the middle vertex of any P5 in B. 
We note that versions of Proposition 1.2 are already known. For example, it is known [2] that in a chordal bipartite
graph every color class has a vertex that is not the middle vertex of a P5. However, such vertices could be adjacent.
Given graphG=(V ,E), we can deﬁne a bipartite graphB(G)=(X, Y, F )whereX={[v]1|v ∈ V },Y={[v]2|v ∈ V },
and F = {[v]1[v]2|v ∈ V } ∪ {[w]1[v]2|wv ∈ E} ∪ {[w]2[v]1|wv ∈ E}. In other words, for every vertex v of G, B(G)
has vertex [v]1 ∈ X and vertex [v]2 ∈ Y . For every edge wv of G, we add the edges [w]1[v]2 and [w]2[v]1 to B(G).
Finally, for every vertex v ∈ V , we add the edge [v]1[v]2 to B(G). We refer to B(G) as the bipartite transform of G.
Proposition 1.3 (Brandstädt [2]). Graph G is strongly chordal if and only if B(G) is chordal bipartite.
2. Strategy
The proof in [5] that the problem STCG is NP-complete involved the following: given an instance f of the problem
NAE-3SAT, a graph Gf with a proper vertex coloring is constructed in polynomial time such that the following two
lemmata hold:
Lemma 2.1 (de Figueiredo et al. [5]). If f has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal
is true and at least one literal is false, thenGf can be made strongly chordal without introducing edges between vertices
of the same color.
Lemma 2.2 (de Figueiredo et al. [5]). If Gf can be made strongly chordal without introducing edges between vertices
of the same color, then f has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal is true and at
least one literal is false.
Our polynomial time transformation from NAE-3SAT to CBCG will work as follows: given an instance f of NAE-
3SATweﬁrst constructGf and then the graphB(Gf ). The vertices of graphB(Gf )will be properly colored to correspond
to the proper vertex coloring of the graph Gf . It will then easily follow (via Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 1.3) that if f
has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal is true and at least one literal is false, then
B(Gf ) can be made chordal bipartite without introducing edges between vertices of the same color. We will then be
left to prove that if B(Gf ) can be made chordal bipartite without introducing edges between vertices of the same color,
then f has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal is true and at least one literal is false.
3. Construction of Gf from f
We brieﬂy describe the construction (used in [5]) of graph Gf with a proper vertex coloring from an instance f of
NAE-3SAT.
Gf has decision components and clause components. We can assume that no clause of f contains a variable and its
negation.We note that the decision components and clause components that were used in [5] are identical to those used
in [1]. For each variable X and each clause i containing either X or X, the decision component shown in Fig. 1 [5] is
created. Vertex H is the head, F is the foot, SX is a true shoulder, SX is a false shoulder, KiX is a true knee, and KiX is
a false knee.
Corresponding to each variable X, graph Gf has the two shoulders SX and SX. Corresponding to each occurrence
of X or X in some clause, we have a true knee and a false knee. The vertices of Gf will be H, F, for each variable X










, corresponding to the r clauses Ci1 , . . . , Cir in each of
which X or X occurs. Vertices are now colored so that each color class contains exactly two vertices. Vertices H and F





belongs to a color class.
Let X, Y, and Z be the literals in clause i. The corresponding clause component is created by adding edges as shown
in Fig. 1 [5]. Note that by the construction, every knee that is part of the triangle sees two vertices of the same color;
for instance, vertex KiX is adjacent to vertices KiY and KiY .
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Fig. 1. Reproduced from [5]: (a) decision component for occurrence of X or X in clause i; (b) clause component for clause (X + Y + Z).
Fig. 2. Reproduced from [5]. Graph Gf obtained from the instance f = (U = {X, Y,Z},C= {(X + Y + Z), (X + Y + Z)}) of NAE-3SAT.
Graph Gf obtained from the instance f = (U = {X, Y,Z},C = {(X + Y + Z), (X + Y + Z)}) of NAE-3SAT is
reproduced from [5] in Fig. 2.
4. The transformation
As chordal bipartite graphs can be recognized in polynomial time [2], the problem CBCG is in NP. Next we provide
a polynomial time transformation from the problem NAE-3SAT to the problem CBCG. Given an instance f of NAE-
3SAT, we construct the graph B(Gf ), the bipartite transform of the graph Gf described in Section 3. Recall that every
color class of Gf has exactly two vertices. We will make every color class of Gf correspond to two new and distinct
color classes of B(Gf ). Thus, the number of color classes in B(Gf ) is twice the number of color classes in Gf . If {v,w}
forms a color class of Gf , then we form a new color class of B(Gf ) with {[v]1, [w]2} and yet another new color class
with {[v]2, [w]1}. We note that while the graph B(Gf ) is bipartite, the proper coloring assigned to its vertices involves
more than two colors. This is not as issue: as Gf is connected, B(Gf ) is also connected. Therefore, adding any edge
of the type [w]p[v]p to B(Gf ) will create an odd cycle. Thus, such edges are automatically forbidden in any bipartite
supergraph of B(Gf ). However, it is important that certain edges of the type [v]1[w]2 are forbidden by assigning the
same color to the vertices [v]1 and [w]2.
Lemma 4.1. If f has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal is true and at least one
literal is false, then B(Gf ) can be made chordal bipartite without introducing edges between vertices of the same color.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that Gf can be turned into a strongly chordal graph J without
introducing edges between vertices of the same color. It is then seen using Proposition 1.3 that B(J ) is the required
chordal bipartite supergraph of B(Gf ). 
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Fig. 3. Image in B(Gf ) of the decision component (in Gf ) for occurrence of X or X in clause i.
Next, we want to prove the following:
Lemma 4.2. If B(Gf ) can be made chordal bipartite without introducing edges between vertices of the same color,
then f has a satisfying truth assignment such that in each clause at least one literal is true and at least one literal is
false.
In order to prove Lemma 4.2, we ﬁrst establish some properties of supergraphs of B(Gf ) that are chordal bipartite
and also respect the coloring of B(Gf ).
4.1. Properties of a color respecting chordal bipartite supergraph of B(Gf )
Suppose J is a chordal bipartite supergraph of B(Gf ) that respects the coloring of B(Gf ). For a variable X, suppose
X or X occurs in clause i in f. Let us deﬁne Ti to be the subgraph of J induced by the following set of vertices: {[v]p|
v is a vertex of the decision component (in Gf ) corresponding to the occurrence of X or X in clause i }. Fig. 3 has the
vertices of Ti along with the edges that must be present in Ti ; clearly, Ti has additional edges among these vertices as
J is chordal bipartite.
We refer to the 6-cycle ([H ]1[SX]2[KiX]1[F ]2[KiX]1[SX]2) shown in Fig. 3 as the “inner 6-cycle”; the 6-cycle
involving the remaining vertices will be referred to as the “outer 6-cycle”. Recall that, for p = q and {p, q} = {1, 2},
each of the following forms a color class ofB(Gf ): {[F ]p, [H ]q}, {[SX]p, [SX]q}, and {[KiX]p, [KiX]q}. Further as J and
Ti are chordal bipartite, the only chords of the inner 6-cycle that can be present in J (and hence in Ti) are [SX]2[KiX]1
and [SX]2[KiX]1. Similarly, the only chords that could have been added to the outer 6-cycle are the edges symmetric to
these: [SX]1[KiX]2 and[SX]1[KiX]2. We refer to the pair {[SX]2[KiX]1, [SX]1[KiX]2} of edges as true chords. The pair
{[SX]2[KiX]1, [SX]1[KiX]2} of edges will be referred to as the false chords.
Proposition 4.1. The following statements are true:
(1) Ti cannot have both possible chords of the inner 6-cycle.
(2) Ti cannot have both possible chords of the outer 6-cycle.
(3) Either Ti has both the true chords and none of the false chords or Ti has both the false chords and none of the true
chords.
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(4) Forp = q and {p, q}={1, 2}: if the true chord [SX]p[KiX]q is present in Ti , then the edges [SX]q [KiX]p, [F ]q [SX]p,
and [H ]p[KiX]q are also present in Ti .
(5) For p = q and {p, q} = {1, 2}: if the false chord [SX]p[KiX]q is present in Ti , then the edges [SX]q [KiX]p,
[F ]q [SX]p, and [H ]p[KiX]q are also present in Ti .
(6) If Ti has the true chords, then for j = i, any Tj that corresponds to the occurrence of X or X in clause j of f also
has the true chords.
(7) If Ti has the false chords, then for j = i, any Tj that corresponds to the occurrence of X or X in clause j of f also
has the false chords.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. In each case, when the conditions are not met, we will demonstrate a C6 in Ti or in J,
contradicting each of them being chordal bipartite. It is clear that at least one of the two possible chords of the inner
6-cycle must be in Ti . Similarly, at least one of the two possible chords of the outer 6-cycle must be in Ti . We refer the
reader to Fig. 3 for convenience:
(1) Suppose the inner 6-cycle had both the chords [SX]2[KiX]1 and [SX]2[KiX]1. Clearly, the outer 6-cycle must have
at least a chord. If the chord [SX]1[KiX]2 were present, then ([SX]1[SX]2[KiX]1[SX]2[SX]1[KiX]2) is a C6. On the
other hand, if the chord [SX]1[KiX]2 were present, then ([SX]2[KiX]1[KiX]2[SX]1[KiX]2[KiX]1) is a C6.(2) Argument is symmetric to (1).
(3) From (1) and (2) we know that each of the inner and outer 6-cycles has exactly one chord. We want to show that if
the inner 6-cycle had the chord [SX]2[KiX]1, then the outer 6-cycle cannot have the chord [SX]1[KiX]2. By way of
contradiction, suppose it did. Then, ([SX]2[KiX]1[KiX]2 [SX]1[KiX]2[KiX]1) is a C6. The case of the false chords
follows from symmetry.
(4) We will argue the case p = 2 and q = 1. The case of p = 1 and q = 2 follows from symmetry. Suppose the edge
[SX]2[KiX]1 is present in Ti . That the edge [SX]1[KiX]2 is also present follows from (3). If the edge [F ]1[SX]2 were
missing from Ti , then ([KiX]2[KiX]1[SX]2[KiX]1[KiX]2[F ]1) is a C6. Finally, if the edge [H ]2[KiX]1 were missing
from Ti , then ([SX]2[SX]1[H ]2[SX]1[SX]2[KiX]1) is a C6.
(5) Argument is symmetric to (4).
(6) Suppose Ti had the true chords while Tj had the false chords. Thus, Ti has the chords [SX]2[KiX]1, [SX]1[KiX]2 and
Tj has the chords [SX]2[KjX]1, [SX]1[K
j
X
]2. Then, it follows from (4) and (5) that the edges [F ]1[SX]2, [F ]2[SX]1,
[F ]1[SX]2, and [F ]2[SX]1 are also present in J. Then, ([H ]2[H ]1[SX]2[F ]1 [F ]2[SX]1) is a C6 in J.
(7) Argument is symmetric to (6). 
We now provide a proof of Lemma 4.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Suppose B(Gf ) is turned into the chordal bipartite graph J without introducing edges between
vertices of the same color. We create a truth assignment for f as follows: for an arbitrary clause i of f in which X or X
occurs, if the induced subgraph Ti (as deﬁned before) of J had the true chords, then we set X to true. If Ti had the false
chords instead, we set X to false. Recall that by Proposition 4.1, either every such Ti has the true chords or every such
Ti has the false chords. Next, we want to show that this truth assignment makes at least one literal true in each clause
and at least one literal false in each clause. We again refer the reader to Figs. 1–3 for convenience.
For an arbitrary i, let X, Y, and Z be the literals in clause i of f. Note that by appropriately renaming the liter-
als, we can assume that each of X, Y, and Z is a variable. First we show that the truth assignment satisﬁes f. By
way of contradiction, suppose each of X, Y, Z is set to false. We want to derive a contradiction by demonstrat-
ing that J has an induced subgraph that does not satisfy Proposition 1.2. Let R be the subgraph of J induced by
the set {[H ]1, [H ]2, [F ]1, [F ]2, [Sa]1, [Sa]2, [Kia]1, [Kia]2, [Kia]1, [Kia]2|a ∈ {X, Y,Z}} of vertices. In addition to
the relevant edges of B(Gf ), by Proposition 4.1, the edges in the following set are also present in R: {[Sa]1[Kia]2,
[Sa]2[Kia]1, [F ]1[Sa]2, [F ]2[Sa]1,[H ]1[Kia]2, [H ]2[Kia]1|a ∈ {X, Y,Z}}. We want to show that R cannot have a pair
of nonadjacent vertices each of which is not the middle vertex of any P5 in R. As R does not have a universal vertex
(each partite set of R has at least two vertices), this will be a contradiction to Proposition 1.2.
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Remark. For distinct vertices v, x, and y of Gf such that x and y were assigned the same color in the proper vertex
coloring of Gf , suppose each of v1, v2, x1, x2, y1 and y2 is present in R. Observe that if vi sees xj and yj in R, then
(xixj viyj yi) is a P5 in R, where i = j and {i, j} = {1, 2}.
Equipped with this, next we are going to show that every vertex of R except [H ]1 and [H ]2 must be in the middle
of some P5 in R. Then, as [H ]1 is adjacent to [H ]2, at most one of them can qualify to be part of a pair of nonadjacent
vertices and we will have a contradiction to Proposition 1.2.
In the following, p = q, {p, q}= {1, 2}, and the adjacencies are with respect to R. For each vertex, we list the vertex
and its two neighbors satisfying the sufﬁcient condition stated above to be in the middle of some P5. [F ]p sees [KiX]q
and [Ki
X
]q . [KiX]p sees [KiY ]q and [KiY ]q . [KiY ]p sees [KiZ]q and [KiZ]q . [KiZ]p sees [KiX]q and [KiX]q . Each of [KiX]p,
[Ki
Y
]p, and [KiZ]p sees [H ]q and [F ]q . [SX]p sees [KiX]q and [KiX]q . [SY ]p sees [KiY ]q and [KiY ]q . Finally, [SZ]p sees
[KiZ]q and [KiZ]q , and we are done showing that the truth assignment satisﬁes every clause of f.
Now suppose each of X, Y, and Z is set to true by the truth assignment. Let R be the subgraph of J induced by
the set {[H ]1, [H ]2, [F ]1, [F ]2, [Sa]1, [Sa]2, [Kia]1, [Kia]2, [Kia]1, [Kia]2|a ∈ {X, Y,Z}} of vertices. In addition to the
relevant edges of B(Gf ), by Proposition 4.1, the edges in the following set are also present in R: {[Sa]1[Kia]2, [Sa]2
[Kia]1, [F ]1[Sa]2, [F ]2[Sa]1, [H1][Kia]2, [H ]2[Kia]1|a ∈ {X, Y,Z}}. We want to show that R cannot have a pair of
nonadjacent vertices each of which is not the middle vertex of any P5 in R, contradicting Proposition 1.2. Note that R
does not have a universal vertex.
In the following, p = q, {p, q}= {1, 2}, and the adjacencies are with respect to R. As before, for each vertex, we list
the vertex and its two neighbors satisfying the sufﬁcient condition stated above to be in the middle of some P5. [F ]p
sees [KiX]q and [KiX]q . [KiX]p sees [KiY ]q and [KiY ]q . [KiY ]p sees [KiZ]q and [KiZ]q . [KiZ]p sees [KiX]q and [KiX]q .
[SX]p sees [KiX]q and [KiX]q . [SY ]p sees [KiY ]q and [KiY ]q . [SZ]p sees [KiZ]q and [KiZ]q . Recall the color classes of
B(Gf ) and that R is a bipartite graph. [Ki
X
]p is the middle vertex of the P5 ([KiZ]p[F ]q [KiX]p[KiZ]q [H ]p). [KiY ]p is
the middle vertex of the P5 ([Ki
X
]p[F ]q [KiY ]p[KiX]q [H ]p). Finally, [KiZ]p is the middle vertex of the P5 ([KiY ]p[F ]q
[Ki
Z
]p[KiY ]q [H ]p). Now, as [H ]1 and [H ]2 are adjacent, at most one of them can be part of a pair of nonadjacent
vertices and we have a contradiction to Proposition 1.2. 
Thus, we have the following:
Theorem 4.1. Problem CBCG, and therefore the sandwich problem for chordal bipartite graphs, are NP-complete.
We ﬁnish this section with two corollaries. Given matrices M1, M2 with the same dimension, by M1 ⊆ M2 we
mean whenever M1[i, j ] = 0, M2[i, j ] = M1[i, j ]. In a matrix sandwich problem, given matrices M1, M2 such that
M1 ⊆ M2 and property , we are to determine whether there exists a sandwich matrix M with property  such
that M1 ⊆ M ⊆ M2. The computational complexity of several such sandwich problems was studied in [8]. In a 0/1
matrix M,  is the 2 × 2 submatrix induced by rows i and j with i < j and columns k and l with k < l such that
M[i, k]=M[i, l]=M[j, k]=1 andM[j, l]=0.A 0/1 matrix is-free if it does not contain a. Consider the following
problem:
-free matrix sandwich problem (GAMMA-FREE-MAT-SW).
Instance: (M1, M2) where M1 and M2 are 0/1 matrices with the same dimension such that M1 ⊆ M2.
Question: Is there a matrix M such that M1 ⊆ M ⊆ M2, and rows and columns of M can be permuted to be -free?
The following was observed in [5].
Proposition 4.2 (de Figueiredo et al. [5]). Problem GAMMA-FREE-MAT-SW is polynomially equivalent to the sand-
wich problem for chordal bipartite graphs.
Corollary 4.1. Problem GAMMA-FREE-MAT-SW is NP-complete.
Agraph isweakly chordal [3] if neither the graph nor its complement contains aCk , k5. Chordal bipartite graphs are
precisely those weakly chordal graphs that are also bipartite [3]. It is therefore the case that an instance G1 = (V ,E1)
and G2 = (V ,E2) of the weakly chordal sandwich problem, where G1 and G2 are bipartite graphs with the same
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bipartition, is indeed an instance of the chordal bipartite sandwich problem; further, it is argued in [5] that the general
chordal bipartite sandwich problem is polynomially equivalent to such restricted instances of the problem. We have the
following corollary:
Corollary 4.2. The sandwich problem for weakly chordal graphs is NP-complete.
5. Closing remarks
Let us consider an instance of the graph sandwich problem G1 = (V ,E1) and G2 = (V ,E2) for some property
represented as graph G with vertex-set V so that we have two kinds of edges in G: required and optional. It would seem
that a polynomial time transformation from the sandwich problem for strongly chordal graphs (which is NP-complete
[5]) to that for chordal bipartite graphs will be to simply construct the graph B(G), given G. However, as remarked in
[5], we do not know if this works. While a strongly chordal sandwich for G will translate readily to a chordal bipartite
sandwich for B(G), the other direction is not so clear. The problem is when a chordal bipartite sandwich for B(G) does
not have “both the copies” of some optional edges in the sandwich. It is not clear as to how one can show that in this
case there is always a sandwich that has both copies of every optional edge in it so that Proposition 1.3 can be invoked.
We have basically circumvented this problem. Moreover, the result proved here is also stronger.
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